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Evaluation and comparison of auditory processing problems in temporal lobe epileptic patients and normal subjects with Persian staggered spondaic word test
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Abstract

Background and Aim: Electrical discharges in temporal lobe epilepsy can cause disorders in auditory pathways. Staggered spondaic word test (SSW) is one of the most common behavioral tests to evaluate the central auditory nervous system. This study aimed to evaluate and compare auditory processing problems in temporal lobe epileptic patients and normal subjects with Persian SSW test.

Methods: This cross-sectional descriptive-analytic study was conducted on 25 patients with left temporal lobe epilepsy aged 18-46 years and 25 controls aged 18-42 years using SSW test. Corrected spondaic word test (C-SSW) was compared between groups.

Results: Significant differences were found in the mean scores of right non-competitive, left non-competitive, right competitive, left competitive, right ear, and left ear between groups (p<0.05) and there was poor direct relationship between duration of epilepsy and the total score (r=0.38, p=0.04). There were significant correlations between temporal lobe epilepsy and ear effect, order effect, and reversals (p<0.05).

Conclusion: This study revealed a high prevalence of central auditory processing disorders in patients with left temporal lobe epilepsy that is increased with increasing duration of disorder of temporal lobe epilepsy.
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Introduction

Epilepsy is one of the most common CNS diseases which almost one percent of the world population suffer from it [1]. The prevalence in Iran is estimated to be approximately 5% [2] which increases by increasing of age. Also there is the possibility of incidence of epilepsy in all ages, races and social classes [3]. Epilepsy occurs due to abnormal electrical discharges of cerebral neurons and asynchronous neural activity and can cause abnormal spasm on sensorimotor system and deficits in consciousness [4,5]. Various reasons cause epilepsy, such as heart attack, ototoxicity, pre-and post birth infections, trauma, cerebrovascular diseases, developmental disorders of the brain e.g. cerebral palsy, mental retardation and sometimes unknown reasons [4,6]. About 40% of
patients with epilepsy are resistant to drug treatments from which for instance temporal lobe epilepsy is very resistant to drugs and nearly 60-80% of cases encounter this kind of epilepsy [1,7]. Different studies mentioned disorders in speech recognition and cognition in these patients including memory problems, decreasing of binaural function, and reduced speed of information processing [8,9]. Since temporal lobe epilepsy is caused by structural and functional temporal lobe abnormalities and accurate interpretation of hearing information requires normal functioning of hearing pathway, despite normal hearing these patients might suffer from speech perception disorder which indicates impaired central auditory processing disorder (CAPD) in these patients [8]. According to ASHA, central auditory processing disorder is introduced by weakness of one or more than one of hearing skills including sound lateralization and localization, auditory discrimination, recognition pattern, temporal aspects of hearing (repetition, resolution, summation and time masking) and hearing function in expose to distorted and competition noise [10]. Specialists use electrophysiological and behavioral tests to diagnose CAPD, since the latter is available and cost benefit, it is more applicable. One of the most popular tests is staggered spondaic word (SSW) test [11]. Limited studies conducted on central auditory processing in temporal lobe epilepsy indicate that most children with epilepsy suffer from CAPD [12], and the scores of frequency pattern test in 78.6%, temporal pattern in 57.1% and dichotic tests in 20.6% of adults are abnormal [8]. In sound lateralization, duration pattern, dichotic test and non-verbal dichotic shows more deficits in comparing to those without cortical damage [4].

As SSW test is very useful in auditory function evaluation [13] and researches indicate the existence of CAPD in the patients with temporal lobe epilepsy, also considering the limited number of investigations in these patients’ central auditory system and lack of studies on Persian version of SSW test [11], this study aimed to evaluate and compare auditory processing problems in people with temporal lobe epilepsy and normal subjects using SSW test.

**Methods**

This comparative-analytic study was conducted on 25 temporal lobe epilepsy (as experimental group) and 25 normal subjects (as control group) aged 18-59 years old, in Audiology section, Imam Khomeini Hospital, Tehran, Iran. Temporal lobe epilepsy participants were diagnosed by a neurologist using Monitoring Video EEG and MRI. Subjects were selected using the convenience sampling method. Subjects in control group were selected among patients’ families and the hospital personnel. All subjects completed the history questionnaire regarding their personal information, hearing status, and general health and they all signed written consents. Inclusion criteria were having normal otoscopic findings including hearing better than 25dB in 500, 1000, 2000 and 4000 Hz, with type An tympanogram and normal acoustic reflex (less than 100dB), no history of neurologic disorders, ear, brain, or brainstem surgery, tumors, mental problems, ototoxic drugs, and metabolic and cerebral-vessel conditions, being Persian monolingual and right handed determined using Persian version of Edinburg questionnaire. Those with no tendency to continue the test or with fatigue and drowsiness, and weakness of attention and lack of cooperation were excluded from the study. Subjects in control group were matched with the patients in terms of age, sex, and hearing threshold. Temporal lobe epilepsy patients, based on the age of seizure onset, were divided into two groups of early (0-5 years old) and late (10 years old or more) starters, and based on seizure frequency, into two groups of high (weekly) and low (monthly) remission rates. Testing SSW was conducted using clinical audiometer (Orbiter 922, Madsen, Denmark) with CD connected to it. Afterwards, patients were instructed on how the test goes on and how they should respond. The test performed in 50 dB SL and it took 10 minutes. The test consists of 40 items and each item includes two spondaic words. In this test, the first syllable from the first spondaic word
(as noncompeting) with the second syllable of the second spondaic word are separately heard binaurally, whereas, the second syllable of the first spondaic word is presented simultaneously with the first syllable of the second spondaic word (as competing) in both ears (binaurally). The scores of SSW test are interpreted in two quality and quantity methods. A table with 8 columns is used to record the results in which the first four columns are for sections which begin by presenting the first word to the right ear and the next four ones are for those which present the first word to the left ear. The quantity method includes C-SSW scores (C; correct), and the response bias is attributed to quality method response bias. The includes reversals (the order of repeating words inverse to what had been heard, > 2 errors is, considered abnormal), ear effect (comparing total errors when beginning the item from right ear with when beginning from the left ear, if the difference is more than 5 errors it will be considered abnormal), type A pattern (one of the eight cardinal numbers in columns B or F is twice as large as each of the others, and there are at least two or three differences), and type B pattern (one of the eight cardinal numbers in columns C or G is twice as large as each of the others, and there are at least two or three differences) [11].

For analysis, normality of data distribution was tested by Kolmogrov-Smirnov test. Since normality was not confirmed. For comparing the mean C-SSW scores between two groups Mann-Whitney U test was used. For comparing the quality test results, we used Fisher and Chi square tests, and to evaluate the relationship between duration of sickness and age with C-SSW scores, Spearman correlation was used.

**Results**

Twenty five (14 females, 11 males) normal subjects and 25 (13 females, 12 males) temporal lobe epilepsy patients aged 18-42 years old, participated in this study. Mean age of patient group and normal group were 30.52 (SD=8.14) and 32.36 (SD=6.35), respectively. Evaluation of four conditions, ear effect, and total SSW score showed that left competing condition had the highest mean score and the right noncompeting condition had the lowest.

As indicated in Table 1, we compared the mean scores of conditions, ear and total in both groups. There were significant differences between mean scores of right noncompeting, right competing, left noncompeting, left competing, right ear, left ear, and total of the temporal lobe epileptic patients and normal subjects (p<0.001). In all of the above-mentioned items, mean scores were higher in patients than in normal subjects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Temporal lobe epilepsy group</th>
<th>Normal group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>Median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right noncompeting</td>
<td>10.98 (8.35)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right competing</td>
<td>15.16 (17.07)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left noncompeting</td>
<td>12.68 (9.61)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left competing</td>
<td>20 (14.44)</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right ear</td>
<td>11.04 (7.12)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left ear</td>
<td>13.48 (7.61)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>12.04 (6.50)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We used Mann-Whitney and Chi-square tests to examine the difference in C-SSW quality scores of both genders. No difference was observed (p>0.05). To compare the C-SSW quality and quantity scores in groups of early and late age of onset and also to compare these scores in two groups of high and low remission rates, Mann-Whitney and Chi-square tests were used. The results showed with increasing the age of onset, C-SSW quantity scores decrease, however, C-SSW scores had no significant difference in groups of high and low remission rates. The mean of duration of epilepsy was 18 years and 11 months with the minimum duration of 2 years and maximum duration of 38 years. To evaluate the relationship between the duration of temporal lobe epilepsy and C-SSW quantitative responses Spearman correlation test was used (r=0.38, p=0.04), that means there was a poor direct relationship between the duration of epilepsy and the total score. This means with increasing the duration, the total score slightly increases (Fig. 1). Chi-square test has been used for comparing the quality scores in two groups. It showed significant difference in order effect (p=0.048), ear effect (p<0.001) and reversals (p=0.008) which means that mean scores in the patients were more than normal subjects. The results of comparing A and B patterns indicate that temporal lobe epilepsy has no effect on the occurrence of pattern A or B. (Table 2) (p=1.000).

**Discussion**

In the present study, patients with temporal lobe epilepsy obtain higher scores in both quality and quantity scores than normal subjects. Temporal lobe structural and functional disorders may be one of the reasons for higher score of C-SSW in these patients. Disorders in these patients may be related to integrated functional disorders in areas such as brainstem, thalamus, hippocampus, corpus callosum or areas of the cortex, such as frontal, or temporal lobe [12]. Structural, histopathological and biochemical disorders accompanied with impaired blood flow, decrement of metabolism and loss of neurons and dendrites in epileptic patients can explain the difference in processing between epileptic and normal subjects [12,14].

![Fig. 1. Scatter plot of the correlation between mean C-SSW total scores and the duration of temporal lobe epilepsy.](http://avr.tums.ac.ir)
Table 2. Correlation between the disorder and ear effect, order effect, Type A, Type B, and reversals in temporal lobe patient (n=25) and normal group (n=25)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disorder</th>
<th>Temporal lobe epilepsy group</th>
<th>Normal group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ear effect</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order effect</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reversals</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type B</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Chi-square test, **Fisher exact test

The results of different studies with SSW test in epileptic patients show high number of errors in both quality and quantity, and also in dichotic digit and non-verbal dichotic digit tests. Additionally, it showed weak functioning in temporal order, binaural and auditory information processing accompanied by damaged phonological, semantic, verbal-working memory and CAPD in these patients [4,8,9,12,15]. Studies using tractography showed temporal lobe epilepsy is accompanied by disorder in integrity of fronto-temporal connection, decrement in structural relationship of epileptic hemisphere, and probable increase of compensatory connections in the opposite hemisphere [16]. Using electroencephalography (EEG), researchers found increased Bandgama activities in areas related to phonological network such as Broca, auditory cortex, prefrontal cortex, hippocampus and fusiform gyros [15]. Zhiqiang [17] reported changes in understanding network and decreased functional connections in hearing and sensorimotor networks in patients. In Boatman et al. study all patients with benign rolandic epilepsy, despite having normal hearing, showed some disorders in speech recognition in undesirable auditory conditions, such as background noise, acoustic filter and competitive speech [18]. fMRI studies indicated that temporal lobe epilepsy is accompanied with deficits in organization of cortical networks which are involved in semantic processing [16]. In present study all of the high scores in conditions, ear and total scores, which was related to left competing condition and C-SSW score in patient was higher than normal subjects in left competing condition. This shows functional weakness in the integrity of auditory information and tolerance fading memory (TFM). Considering qualitative indicators in left temporal lobe epilepsy, increase in order effect, ear effect and reversals was observed. It usually seems that ear effect and order effect occur remarkably in perceptive area disorders. Increased reversals shows deficit in organization [13]. The present study is consistent with Ellis et al. that reported wide spread defects in memory including short-term memory [19]. Researchers also reported weak functioning in duties of recent memory including verbal processing disorder, save or retrieve information, and disorder in primary information processing. They believe that the frequent occurrence of electrical discharge may affect memory function during the recording and combination process of new information. This difficulty may relate directly to hippocampus or primary focus areas of the cortex [12]. Some studies reported that destruction of the hippocampus and its surrounding areas following repeating seizures may cause memory defect [20]. In our study there was a poor direct relationship between duration of epilepsy and total score, such that by increasing the duration of temporal...
lobe epilepsy, the total scores slightly increase, which is consistent with some studies. In Ham et al. study, patients with longer duration of epilepsy had lower scores both in dichotic and duration tests. Although the exact mechanism is yet to be known, findings of some studies indicate structural and functional decline of temporal lobe, and also decrease in hippocampus volume and cerebral glucose metabolism by increasing the duration of epilepsy [8]. Some researchers reported increasing of duration with delayed latency in p300 in epileptic patients [21]. Also it was observed that in the middle temporal lobe epilepsy there is a significant relationship between the duration and decreased functional connection of temporal lobe [17]. In present study there was no correlation between gender and responses of C-SSW which is consistent with other studies [8]. In our research with increasing the age of seizure onset, C-SSW scores decrease, whereas in another study, patients with earlier age of seizure onset achieve significantly lower scores on intelligence tests than patients with later age of onset. This result indicates that age of seizure onset affects cognitive function, especially, in the area of intelligence and memory, as in Lespinet et al. study in which, patients with early onset of seizure, encounter more defect on verbal and non-verbal memory [22]. In this study there was no relationship between seizure frequency and received scores. Some researchers reported that recurrent seizure is inversely related to memory, whereas others did not believe it [23]. We encountered some limitations for example some patients used several kind of drugs that could not go without them which could cause some cognitive disorders and yield to abnormal scores. Variables such as the kind of drugs, prognosis, age of onset and seizure frequency may also deface the results. Therefore, it is recommended to investigate studies with more participants’ volume.

Conclusion
Our findings indicate that, the patients with left temporal lobe epilepsy in comparing to normal subjects showed more CAPD with SSW test. There was quality and quantity difference in SSW test between two groups that shows these patients are weaker in auditory processing than normal subjects. Due to importance of auditory processing, and as there was no diagnostic and therapeutic procedures for these patients, we suggest to form teams for their appropriate rehabilitation.
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